
INTRODUCTION: 
WHY SO SERIOUS?

At one moment in the 1999 box oVce smash hit The Matrix, Cypher

reveals his deep desire to be someone important, “like an actor.” Many

cultural theorists might want to question this understanding of what it

means to be “important.” But there is little doubt about the cultural sig-

nificance of what tends to be referred to as “popular culture,” and in

par ticular movie and television culture. In the contemporary West,

although certainly not only there, the entertainment industry has

become one of the most culturally significant and commercially prof-

itable areas of production that markets its products to those with increas-

ing time for leisure and disposable income. George Lucas, creator of the

Star Wars (SW ) franchise, acknowledged in an interview published the

month following the theatrical release of Return of the Jedi that “film

and [other] visual entertainment are a pervasively important part of our

culture, an extremely significant influence on the way our society oper-

ates.… But, for better or worse, the influence of the church, which used

to be  all- powerful, has been usurped by film.”1 Lucas continued by indi-

cating a keen awareness of not only the teaching possibilities available

through contemporary forms of media, of having what he later called

“a very large megaphone,” but also of the moral responsibilities of film-

makers.2 This is a notion he has mentioned on a number of occasions,

and he has done so particularly by appealing to the possibility of  myth-

making. So as early as an interview published in April 1977, prior to the

release of Star Wars (from 1979 known more fully as Star Wars Episode

IV: A New Hope), Lucas lamented that “there was not a lot of mythology

in our society—the kind of stories we tell ourselves and our children,

which is the way our heritage is passed down. Westerns used to provide

that, but there weren’t Westerns anymore.”3 In that context, he continued,
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“I wanted it [viz., SW ] to be traditional moral study, to have palpable

precepts … that children could understand.… Traditionally we get them

from the church, the family, and in the modern world we get them form

the media—from movies.”4 The connecting of SW, morality tales for

children, and mythology is something Lucas has done on a number of

occasions. At some point prior to October 1982, he admitted to Dale

Pollock, an early biographer of the director, that “I wanted to make a

kids’ film that would strengthen contemporary mythology and introduce

a basic morality.”5 Just prior to the general theatrical release of The Phan-

tom Menace he declared that “somebody has to tell young people what

we think is a good person. I mean, we should be doing it all the time.

That’s what the Iliad and the Odyssey are about—‘This is what a good

person is; this is who we aspire to be.’ You need that in a society. It’s the

basic job of mythology.”6 So Pollock claims that “Lucas offers more than

just escapist entertainment; he gives us a vision of what should be.”7

However, the notion of “mythology” is not a straightforward one, as will

be see throughout this study, and Lucas has tended to employ it as a ref-

erence to Joseph Campbell’s work in depicting a decontextualized under-

standing of the “monomyth” of the heroic journey that underlies and

shapes mythic tales. SW, he claims, is designed to be “mythological,”

and through this observed “mythic” template Lucas consciously attempts

to provide a form of moral instruction. (Michael Kaminski’s challenge

to the connection of Lucas and Campbell in the design process of 1977’s

SW will be discussed in Chapter 2.)

The cinema, then, can be influential in the construction of identity

through the expression of philosophical, economic, political, and moral

assumptions that shape the cultural artifact. Bryan P. Stone, for instance,

argues that “it is naïve to believe that film, either as an art form or a

medium for communication, is somehow unbiased. The cinema may

function both as a mirror and as a window, but primarily as a lens. We

see only what the camera lets us see, and we hear only what the writer

has scripted. Movies do not merely portray a world; they propagate a

worldview.… The cinema is a  double- edged sword. It helps us see what

we might not otherwise have seen, but it also shapes what and how we

see.”8 One needs to ask Lucas, and other cultural producers like him,

then, what he hopes to educate his audience in and what he is permitting

his audience to see, and subsequently to hold that lens on the world up

to critical light. Consequently, Stone continues, “the worldview and val-

ues propagated by the cinema—however subtly or implicitly this may
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occur—must be critiqued through a posture of constructive engage-

ment.… And this critique must be both rigorous and extended far

beyond the narrow scope of values and behaviors typically critiqued by

standard rating systems concerned only with whether a film features

profanity, nudity, or violence.”9

In an important development of the notion of moral accountability,

Ursula K. Le Guin reminds us that artists not only have a duty to teach

but equally a duty to be very careful about what is being taught through

their work. She claims that “there is … [a] responsibility to ensure that

one’s work does not, even if inadvertently, employ and continue deroga-

tory stereotypes, appropriate for selfish purposes elements of other’s 

cultures, and present women and minorities as Other.”10 Le Guin’s pro-

nouncement suggests that there is a deeper significance in considerations

of mythology, and therefore of the “educational” or formative signifi-

cance of film and television, that cannot be exhausted by speaking of

intentionality—whether of the auteur, as Lucas is close to being (as

author, director of  two- thirds of the movies in the saga, and producer),

or the larger cast of those involved in the production of a movie or other

cultural artifact. Cultural, religious, and morally significant values can

shape the artifacts in all kinds of ways, and “by being repeatedly por-

trayed on screen such attitudes, behaviors, and values are reinforced as

‘natural’ and ‘right.’”11 As Rowan Williams once observed, “A society’s

mass fantasies are anything but trivial” and should not be treated

through forms of banal evasion of their cultural significance.12

Kevin Wetmore, Jr., claims that “behind it [viz., Star Wars] … lurks

assertions and assumptions and a complex interaction between the imag-

inative world of the films and the real world which it can and does

reflect.”13 So in response to the common deflation of the academic project

of intensive analysis of popular cultural products, “It’s just a movie!,” Wet -

more announces that “there is no such thing as ‘just a movie’; all films

are the product of the culture and individuals who produce it, even if the

implications in the film are unintentional. No culture is innocent.”14 By

“innocent” he has in mind the task of subverting the naïveté of assump-

tions of hermeneutical “purity,” what might be called more simply “objec -

tivity.” Yet the choice of the term “innocent,” connected with notions of

moral judgment as it is, is itself not innocent. Scholars of culture from

an ideological critical bent, work to unmask cultural power relations

and to suggest ways in which they hinder the flourishing of life in various

ways. The diVculty is that the task of criticism is itself a contextual one,
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and therefore the liberationist moral enterprise can likewise slip into

utilizing modes of rhetoric that suggest its own innocence. Therein crit-

icism would mask its own array of determinative assumptions about

power and the good life. A further danger that needs to be borne in mind

is that such ideological criticism, unless sophisticatedly attentive to and

humbly honest about, the complexities of discourse, can tend to cir-

cumvent the dominant ways in which cultural products are received in

practice by offering a hegemonic interpretation that appears like schol-

arly assertion—“the movie looks like this, but I tell you that it is rather

like this.…” Those considerations relate particularly to under stand ing

the cultural artifact as “text,” and reflecting on what kinds of approaches

are required in order to properly provide a deep “reading” of them.

Philosophies of the Banal, or How Shallow the  
Rabbit- Hole Goes

The cultivation of critical attention to “popular culture” and its arti-

facts has taken a particular turn over recent decades among academic

cultural commentators. One of the reasons for this is that, as scholar of

religions Adam Possamai argues,

today, the old border between “high” and “low” culture is not easy to rec-
ognize, as there is no longer a clear consensus within the field of cultural
production and consumption. Art uses popular culture and vice versa.…
We are no longer bound to traditional values of (dis)taste which give a
general agreement on what is good and bad. In this postmodern society,
there is no longer any  self- evident consensus on the cultural hierarchies,
such as the opposition between the high bourgeois culture and the low
 working- class taste of the  nineteenth- century.15

Much work has been done contesting the older distinctions between

“high” and “low” culture, but some of it can appear a little intellectually

lazy. It is certainly arguable that there remains a sense in which mean-

ingful distinctions do indeed still have to be made. The intellectual value

of reading Twilight instead of Plato’s Republic, for instance, would require

some considerable justification, especially if the context was an upper

level university Philosophy class. Yet even within  so- called popular or

mass culture there are distinctions to be made—for instance, there are

layers of complexity in David Cronenberg’s directorial work or in the

thick texts of Christopher Nolan, for example, that one would struggle
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to find in either the products of the Farrelly brothers or Judd Apatow.

That, of course, does not invalidate the latter works if they are properly

contextually located. But it does suggest that there remain considerations

of cultural depth that require reflection without deflationary recourse

to a banal and crude “anything goes” cultural scheme. While Theodor

Adorno is frequently criticized for being elitist in his regard for “high”

culture, especially since he tends to be less attentive to the ideological

issues of power and control in “high culture” in his critique of the mas-

sification involved in “the culture industry,” he at least wanted to indicate

the conceptual layering of cultural artifacts that cannot be simply flat-

tened out without a loss of the ability to ask about quality, insight, sophis-

tication, and so on.

Adorno’s work on “the culture industry” has been an important

tributary in the flow of critical perception that popular culture is more

important than any reduction to “escapist entertainment” would permit.

Popular cultural artifacts are certainly entertaining for a great many

(hence the notion of popular culture). But even this deserves scholarly

comment and reflection. What is happening to a culture that becomes

leisured, a society that requires some or even much of its time to engage

in being entertained? Intensive versions of entertaining products are

themselves deeply formative of consciousness and imagination, so that

“reality” not only influences entertainment but entertainment influences

reality in a doubling of the mimetic conditioning. This occurs, in fact,

in  non- trivial and politically interesting ways. For example, even the

public or political life has been shaped by the entertainment industry,

and politicians’ statements slip easily into the mode of a manageable

sound bite, an echo of a memorable advertising slogan. This is a point

developed more fully some time ago in Neil Postman’s work. Not only

does he recognize the popularity of television, but he views it as a lens

through which the world is mediated. “There is no education so exalted

that it is not modified by television. And most important of all, there is

no subject of public interest … that does not find its way to television.

Which means that all public understanding of these subjects is shaped

by the biases of television.”16 So, he observes, “our politics, religion, news,

athletics, education and commerce have been transformed into congen-

ial adjuncts of show business, largely without protest or even much pop-

ular notice. The result is that we are a people on the verge of amusing

ourselves to death.”17 Running through his study is a connection of the

entertainment society with Aldous Huxley’s vision in Brave New World,
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and in its turn, Postman’s critical analysis echoes Adorno’s emancipa-

tionist critique of cultural massification in “the culture industry.” What

has emerged in late modern society is a form of distraction, and one

that is detrimental to society’s health, according to Postman’s account.

As Jean Baudrillard claims, “It is useless to fantasize about state projec-

tion of police control through TV.… TV, by virtue of its mere presence,

is a social control in itself.”18 Such a claim is highly suggestive of the

relations of the spectacle, cultural ideology, political agency, and the

possibilities of imagining a healthy counter culture. Scott Bukatman

explains: “The spectacle controls by atomizing the population and reduc-

ing their capacity to function as an aggregate force, but also by displacing

a surfeit of spectacular goods and lifestyles among which the viewer

may electronically wander and experience a simulation of satisfaction.”19

In the Dialectic of Enlightenment, Adorno and Max Horkheimer

argue that the adversary of the individual is “the absolute power of cap-

italism” and that forms of popular culture, like Hollywood movies (as

opposed to fine arts), are just forms of manipulation and dominance.

They describe popular film, for example, as “the triumph of invested

capital…; it is the meaningful content of every film, whatever plot the

production team may have selected.”20 Their argument is twofold: that

the culture industry creates the values that serve its own purposes,

namely, to do its business of entertainment more profitably; and that

these values are inauthentic and alienating to the mass of people who

are compelled to adopt them. The culture industry, then, induces a kind

of passiveness and bland receptivity in individuals that is the very oppo-

site of the point of real art.

Adorno has been criticized for assuming an ideologically deter-

minist relationship of the culture industry and its consumers when he

depicts the productive mechanisms of “mass” culture. He tends to oper-

ate too neatly with a sense of a “grand men of history” motif that imag-

ines that culture is dictated and consequently that the mass audience is

passive in the process. He then presumes that cultural products are

always blandly formulaic.21 Matters are nevertheless considerably more

complicated than the critics’ rejoinders to Adorno at this point would

suggest, and consequently his theoretical perspective on the industrial-

ized productions of popular culture continues to maintain an important

influence. As John Lyden observes, “the idea that popular films function

primarily as ideology continues to be the dominant paradigm for fem-

inist film theory, leftist political film theory, psychoanalytic film theory,
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screen theory, genre studies, and cultural studies.”22 Adorno’s critique,

therefore, in one way or another fruitfully persists in disruptively inter-

rogating the mechanisms of cultural creativity and the regulating com-

modifying “aestheticization of everyday life,” a creativity that brings with

it a form of apolitical distraction that is generated by a  self- referential

entertainment culture.23 Adorno’s critique remains effective without the

critic having to understand matters of audience reception in flatly passive

terms. No overly constructivistic narrative of human subjectivity can

ade quately mask the multiple determinations involved in the formation

of conscious agents, the various forms of dependency or learning that

occur in human development. According to Lyden, then, “ideological

criticism of popular film is essential because one of the major ways in

which cultural hegemonies involving gender, race, or class are promoted

and perpetuated is through the images of popular media, including film.”

Likewise, Gordon Lynch argues that “there are reasonable grounds for

suggesting that such [ideological] representations do indeed matter.

Research on audience responses have suggested that people are likely to

adopt the way of understanding the world that is offered to them through

the media unless they have some other experience or way of interpreting

the world that contradicts this media perspective.”24

It is precisely the growing recognition of this that has led to the

explosion of academic interest in popular cultural artifacts. Lyden

observes that “the growing [academic] interest in film … indicates a

grow ing appreciation for the role that technological media play in our

lives, from television to computers. We are beginning to realize that we

cannot understand or interpret our society except in its relation to these

unavoidable additions to it.”25 Nevertheless, it still remains the case that

for many professional academics, products of popular culture (such as

pop art, music, magazines, television and movies) are treated only cur-

sorily and therefore as intellectually lightweight subjects for study. In

Adorno’s critique, for instance, “the universality of the art of the culture

industry … is the universality of the homogenous same, an art which

no longer even promises happiness but only provides easy amusement

as relief from labour.”26 Consequently, it is “one good reason why people

have remained chained to their work, and to a system which trains them

for work, long after that system has ceased to require their labour.”27 In

this account, the entertainment industry occupies the role that Chris-

tianity once did in Marx’s analysis as the opium of the masses. “The

phrase, the world wants to be deceived, has become truer than had ever
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been intended.”28 The promise of happiness shifts into the feeling of “the

most fleeting gratification,” and thus people “desire a deception which

is nonetheless transparent to them.” For Adorno, Bernstein comments,

this movement of cultural acceptance involves a “degraded utopia of the

present.”29 It constitutes the stupefaction of thought, the ending of dem-

ocratic society, the “fettering [of] consciousness” that “impedes the devel -

opment of autonomous, independent individuals who judge and decide

consciously for themselves.”30

Lynch warns that there are two problems facing many students of

popular culture: the perception among other scholars, and the mitigated

rigor of much of the scholarship conducted. “One of the dangers of the

study of everyday life,” he laments, “is that it risks descending into the

trivial and the banal. In its worst forms, the study of popular culture can

appear to be an academic holiday, in which scholars have a break from

their more normal weightier interests, and write texts on forms of pop-

ular culture that particularly interest or amuse them.”31 Steven Sanders

finds both an increasing enthusiasm among philosophers for the study

of popular culture, and film more specifically, and in equal measure an

approach to film that tends towards intellectually unsophisticated read-

ings.32 He admits that while there are conspicuously significant differ-

ences in quality among those who academically discuss films, it is

lamentable that “good science fiction film criticism remains in perilously

short supply.” Various reasons for this are offered. Firstly, and most

damningly, he assesses that “some bad science fiction film criticism is

simply attributable to sheer incompetence.”33 Is this a reference to the

fact that too few of the most erudite of intellectuals tend to offer sus-

tained reflection on popular culture, and even they, when they do pro-

vide comment, do so without intensive knowledge and understanding

of an  ever- complexifying area of research? Popular cultural comment,

in many cases, seems to attract much argument by assertion, the bluff

of opinion, and an impatience with  long- term reflection.

The second reason Sanders provides is that “some is due to the per-

vasive influence of various disfiguring intellectual tendencies in aca-

demic circles that are estranged from what were once the humanizing

methods of the humanities.” There are various places in which this prob-

lem can be detected. It is particularly evident in the kinds of philosoph-

ical approaches that exploit popular culture for illustrative effect, for

example. For instance, philosophical commentators on film have a pro -

pensity to ask questions concerning the relation of Plato’s Cave and René
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Descartes’ epistemic doubt from his dream argument to The Truman

Show, The Matrix, Dark City, and The Thirteenth Floor; or the temporal

metaphysics of time travel with regard to the likes of 12 Monkeys, The

Butterfly Effect, Time Cop, Donnie Darko, The  Time- Traveller’s Wife,

Source Code, About Time and Looper; or the nature of human identity

in relation to the question of artificial intelligence depicted in the likes

of Blade Runner, Terminator 2: Independence Day, The Thirteenth Floor,

A.I.: Artificial Intelligence, and the recent television series Almost Human.

Of course, it is not an illegitimate use of a text to attempt to find con-

nections in order to more effectively communicate a set of ideas in what

one might call a metaphorical mode of film study. However, on its own

terms, this is an intellectually shallow approach since it does not “read”

films textually in and for themselves, and also it does not utilize the nec-

essary intellectual conditions for deep reasoning through contextualized

reflection; therefore, it can be prone to providing some impoverished,

problematic and even deeply distorted readings of the movies it treats.34

A particular favorite of philosophers is The Matrix, having attracted

considerable attention from and excitement among philosophical pub-

lishers. Tellingly, however, much of the discussion leans towards the

cultur ally uninsightful and rather philosophically banal. Connections

between the narrative and both Descartes and Plato are frequent, as

mentioned above.35 Likewise, a documentary entitled Return to the Source:

Philosophy and The Matrix (2004) explores certain perceived philosoph-

ical connections, functioning much like The History Channel’s Star Wars:

The Legacy Revealed (2007), which uncritically explores George Lucas’

pair of trilogies from the perspective of a Joseph Campbell–inspired

under standing of myth. These references do at least emerge from the

movie itself, but the studies press them insuVciently hard. More astutely,

at least, Christopher Falzon mentions a further set of philosophical con-

nections, that of issues of technology and scientific hubris.36 However,

this too enacts a certain reading decision that largely emerges from within

one part of the extensive story arc. As the backstory mentioned only

allusively in The Matrix but displayed more intensively in the Wachow -

ski brothers–approved Animatrix makes clear, the issue is not so much

one of hubris as of abuse and instrumentalization (or, certainly, this is

not their main concern)37—the sentient constructions (artificial intel -

ligences) are denied the appropriate legal and  political- economic con-

ditions that recognizing the agential subjectivity of their independent

con sciousness would demand. In that regard, the story would be one of
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slavery and liberation, the narrative conceptuality that underlies I, Robot

and the rebooted Battlestar Galactica, and less that of the Terminator

movies. (James Cameron’s The Terminator offers indications of forms

of technophobia, and Terminator 2: Judgment Day displays hubris with

regard to Miles Dyson’s initial response to the Terminator’s horrific rev-

elations of the impending hostilities.) The backstory, filled in by the

movie itself, then has to do with the machines repaying the favor, not

in an act of retribution but for survival. Reading the movie from this

particular angle, then, would permit one to explore the reduction of life

to mere a mechanized form for the exploitative use of others, a theme

pertinent to, for example, The Running Man for which criminals par-

ticipate in a gladiatorial game show on television; Lucas’ Attack of the

Clones (AOTC ); Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings trilogy, with its depic-

tion of Saruman’s making of the  Uruk- Hai for the sole purpose of making

war on Rohan; Gamer, which echoes many of the concepts of The Run-

ning Man, but with death row inmates being controlled on a game “Slay-

ers”; Repro Men (2010), in which a medical corporation treats its patients

as purchasers of vital organs and, in the event of  non- payment, sends

the Repro Men to repossess their property. Furthermore, the references

to Jean Baudrillard’s material on late capitalist  hyper- reality (Neo’s fake

copy of Simulacra and Simulation is visible early in the movie) cannot

go unnoticed. This potentially offers deeper and more contemporary

cultural possibilities for reading, although there is considerable dis -

agreement among commentators as to how far the movie realizes this

 philosophico- political potential, and what its actual hermeneutic poten-

tial is. These possibilities and scholarly contentions are simply not men-

tioned by most philosophical commentators. They too neatly tend to

decontextualize the movie in several respects: by not taking into con-

sideration the way in which the post–The Matrix films, like the sequels

and the animations, enable, nay necessitate, rereading; by not reflecting

on the movie in the context of its culture; and by not considering it in

the light of the traditions of the cinema, for instance those of dystopian

science fiction and the literature of cyberpunk.38

This metaphorical mode of philosophical reasoning concerning

film is well exemplified in the predominantly rather intellectually meager

“Philosophy and Culture” series of books published by Open Court, and

more recently by Wiley Blackwell. Among the numerous examples of

how this approach distorts understanding of film, it is worth picking 

up on the notion of instrumentalized life mentioned above and reflect -
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ing briefly on Richard Hanley’s paper on the use of the biotechnology

of clon ing in Star Wars. He argues in general that “if cloning is not inher-

ently bad, and harms no one (or does relatively little harm), it’s not

wrong.”39 Even the genetic manipulation of the clones in order to dimin-

ish their autonomy does not deny the worthwhileness of the resultant

life. He compares this to  Obi- Wan’s manipulative use of Jedi mind con-

trol on the  death- stick pusher in the bar in AOTC, which serves a greater

goal. The practice of clone engineering, he argues, could count as the

product of a justifiable need for  self- defense. However, Hanley has dras-

tically missed the crucial point in the cloning process, the matter that

is vital for understanding the larger symbolic value that this process has

in the SW saga. The Republic’s senators and even the Jedi unwittingly

provide some moral legitimacy for supporting the Clone Army Creation

Act (Jar Jar Binks even proposes the granting of emergency powers to

the Chancellor, powers which are first utilized to create the Grand Army

of the Republic), and are therefore complicit in the events that result in

their downfall with the rise of “the first Galactic Empire.” Padmé Ami-

dala is almost alone in appearing to be  well- equipped to remain interrog -

ative and suspicious of the swift drive to war. (In her suspicions she is

joined in Revenge of the Siths by, among a handful of others, Mon Mothma

and Bail Organa.) Moreover, the issue of cloning is of the instrumental-

izing of life—sentient life is created in order to do another’s bidding,

and only another’s bidding. Clones are denied any semblance of indepen -

dent life, which is illustrated by the fact that they are given and known

only by numbers, at least until later in the Clone Wars (we can see an

example of this with the reference to an Imperial storm trooper as TK421

in A New Hope). The clones are little more than biological versions of

the Separatist Confederacy’s battle droid armies constructed from a logic

of utility, obsolescence and waste. They are, in short, disposable  bio-

mechanical entities. Certainly towards the end of the Galactic Civil War

many members of the Senate and the Jedi Council believe the clones to

be almost human and hence the commanders are accorded names. Yet

these commanders and the commanders alone have some (distinctly

limited) semblance of human personality by virtue of the fact that the

process of their cloning is designed with enhanced programming in

order to enable them to display strategic initiative and battle leadership

capabilities. Consequently, what we are reminded of is the fact that the

practice of valuing others’ lives only insofar as it contributes to one’s own

personal gain is clearly the ethical way of the Sith (Obi-Wan’s use of
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mind control is purely momentary—it does not make the instrumental -

izing action a permanent one.) Hence, it is symbolically significant that

the contribution of the Jedi to this process of instrumentalizing is pre-

cisely the main means of their own destruction.40 There is a perverse

justice in this.

Likewise, there are numerous textually insubstantial and distorting

religious readings of the SW saga, each of which fails to perform a her -

me neutical archaeology (digging deeply in order to read or understand

the artifact). The result is a body of work that sees its own spiritual reflec -

tion in the water deep in George Lucas’ well. Orson Scott Card observes,

“Hardly anybody can answer the easy Bible questions on Jeopardy any-

more, but almost everybody can tell you about  Obi- Wan Kenobi, Darth

Vader, Yoda, and The Force.”41 The classic trilogy in particular has cre-

ated a pool of memories, a shared stock of images, ideas, and knowledge

for three or more generations of film fans. In relation to religious edu-

cation, James L. Ford claims that “one might well argue that popular

epic films like The Matrix and Star Wars carry more influence among

young adults than the traditional religious myths of our culture.”42 It is

because of this, and also their love of the material itself, that Christians

like Dick Staub make use of the movies to tell the Christian story to two

generations of Star Wars fans. He likens his Christian use of Star Wars

to St. Paul’s speech on Mars Hill in Athens in Acts 17. Here the apostle

famously used “the cultural icons of Greek culture to build a bridge to

Christian truth.… Because Star Wars is the prevailing epic filmic myth

of our era, and Christianity is the prevailing faith tradition in the West,

I think relating them to each other can help us understand both more

fully.”43 In an interview in Christianity Today he speaks of Star Wars as

“True Myth,”44 and his book Christian Wisdom of the Jedi Masters shows

how Luke’s development is analogous to a serious Christian’s progression

as a follower of Jesus.

My book is … a look at Luke’s development from a directionless young
man who discovered his life purpose after encountering  Obi- wan and
Yoda and learning from them about the “unseen Force.” Today, many
young people are seeking meaning, and my generation has failed to pass
on the authentic and radical adventure offered by Jesus.… The progres-
sion of the aspiring Jedi involves recognizing the existence of the Force,
then seeking, understanding, and using the force against the dark side.
The progression in Christian discipleship involves recognizing that there
is a Lord, then seeking, understanding, and serving the Lord, which
involves a battle against the dark side.45
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Staub is one of a growing number of more spiritual writers on Star

Wars who unmistakably fudge the gaps between this set of movie texts

and the Christian tradition’s texts, or indeed of any and every particular

religious tradition. A similar process animates the work of Matthew Bor-

tolin, John Porter, Caleb Grimes, and Russell Dalton.46 Moreover, this

blur ring of the texts distorts the cinematic text itself, compressing its

significance to its ability to demonstrate, illustrate or aid in the depiction

of the particular religious story being told.

Moreover, religious readers of film have reduced the culturally

interesting The Da Vinci Code and The Passion of the Christ to questions

of the historical accuracy of the claims about Christianity rather than

tackle them as culturally specific readings of the Christian tradition;

others search for religious themes and imagery, such as Paul Fontana

who spends his time searching for “God” in The Matrix, rather than

critically analyzing the cultural values and ideological assumptions of

the movie texts that contribute to the formation and sustenance of  socio-

political identity.47 Like Staub and others on Star Wars, Gregory Boyd

and Al Larson simply ransack and distort the cultural particularity of

The Matrix in order to make it do an evangelistic work of illustrating

Christian conversion.48 As Sanders concludes, “virtually all bad writing

about science fiction film reflects poor thinking about it, not only cheap-

ening science fiction film criticism but also trivializing science fiction

film itself.”49 Given the  all- too-brief considerations of ideology above,

one could argue that it is naïve to uncritically regard popular culture as

providing forms of pure and simple “entertainment.” Likewise, it is a

distinctly shallow move to “read” movies for illustrative purposes, as

often occurs in writings on religion or philosophy and film. Both of

these moves are indications not so much of the infantilization of culture

provided by the cinema but of the ideological illiteracy, particularly with

regard to religion and the political, of contemporary late modern soci -

ety and its “scholarly” commentators. And so for Frederic Jameson the

important question needing to be asked is whether “culture [can] be

political, which is to say critical and even subversive.”50

An Outline of the Chapters

According to Gilbert Perez, we “respond to the movies of our youth

with something like the feelings of first love.”51 Only one of the sets of
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movies (and merely three of the six movies from the six within that set)

studied in this book are, properly speaking, movies from my youth—

the “classic” trilogy of the SW saga—and I hope not to be dewy eyed in

relation to it. My aim in this book is to intensively bring into focus my

critical attention to certain political features of a particular cluster of

mov ies: Joss Whedon’s The Avengers, George Lucas’ SW, and the Wachow -

ski brothers’ The Matrix. In bringing a  wide- ranging set of critical tools

to the reading of these texts, I hope to illuminate their political ideolo-

gies, while also being attentive to any identifiable folds that the material

may provide. As Jes Battis argues, “Politics are an integral part of all

popular media, but they infuse [science fiction] even more so, because

SF remains a genre that is closely concerned with ethics and cultural

devel opment.… As Althusser insists, we can’t get away from ideology,

because there is no ‘away.’ The exit sign is ideological, the rear entrance

is ideological—even the getaway car is tainted.”52 Of course, that also

ironically entails that the critics’ sounding of the ideological siren is

itself ideological. The ideological rabbit hole is endlessly deep.

In his own inimitable way Stanley Hauerwas announces that “we”

(meaning Americans, although his observations have a relevance more

territorially expansive than that) do not know how to think as a society

about questions of importance, in particular about who we are. It has

variously been claimed by cultural observers that all “our” relations are

determined ultimately by a free market economy that is much more than

merely a set of procedures regulating goods exchange—it is instead, a

regulator of the Good itself and thus identity forming and disposition

determining. Cultural meaning is limited to that grand economic story.

Consequently, Zygmunt Bauman, for instance, argues that even the

poten  tial for resistance is subsumed and domesticated into its territory.53

Moreover, many have claimed that politically American culture has been

shaped by a plenitude of longstanding and overlapping myths: Ameri -

can exceptionalism, messianic missiology, Manichaean dualistic sensi-

bility, and redemptive violence. Given that “popular culture” exists as

an expression of cultural values, many of these ideologies are exhibited

in some form or another in the most popular of mass produced cine-

matic texts.

Where these critical claims are particularly noticeable, to varying

degrees, is through texts as diverse as Lucas’ SW, the Wachowskis’ The

Matrix, and Joss Whedon’s The Avengers. These are in many ways all

deeply religious texts in that they suggest forms of the regulation of per-
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sonal and social identity, and they embody a politics that shapes the

political imagination in ways that can disrupt the potential for imagining

a global social body—what Rowan Williams calls a “body of grace.”

Despite the domination of Manichaean readings of George Lucas’ SW

saga, these particular texts are considerably more ambiguous and resist-

ant to ideologies supportive of American political and cultural hege-

mony. While these three sets of texts all exhibit in various ways the  post-

secular presence of religion, they exist in markedly different relation-

ships to it and thereby exemplify the intensive differences between forms

of religious commitment in the contemporary United States. After all,

SW and The Matrix have contributed to the growing number of  hyper-

religions (in SW’s case, Jediism), and they themselves both express a

pluralistically eclectic sentiment, a type of liquid religiosity, especially

in terms of SW’s portrayal of “the Force” and The Matrix’s multiple ref-

erences. Suggestively, Joss Whedon’s The Avengers is considerably more

religiously thin in its use of religious images and motifs, but it funda-

mentally rewrites the Captain America character that had been rendered

more interestingly complex in the recent Marvel series Civil War. Equally,

these texts embody many of the particular political tensions that char-

acterize the United States after 9/11.

My exploration of these films begins with a lengthy chapter that

raises significant questions regarding Whedon’s superhero movie. His

entertaining The Avengers harks back in its mood to an older period of

comic book lore, with its rather flat characterizations of “the good” and

“the wicked,” “the heroes” and “the villains.” However, as Paulo Freire

observed some years ago, “there is no such thing as a neutral education

process.” Consequently, cultural theorists recognize that  so- called “pop-

ular culture” cannot be accorded the status of “entertainment” simpliciter,

but its relation to deeper (“religious”) senses of identity are to be acknowl -

edged, understood, and tested. Even if popular culture is particularly

thin in its explicit religious imagery, it expresses a  religion- liteness for

a spiritually consumerist religious landscape. It reflects the massive “sub-

jective turn of modern [Western] culture” that puts the onus on the the-

ological reading of the movie’s consumer as a religious “seeker.” And yet

the connection between The Avengers and the religious is more complex

and more interesting. In fact, Robert Jewett and John Shelton Lawrence’s

questions concerning the politics of the “Captain America” “myth of the

American superhero” take on a particular resonance with this piece of

Whedon’s work and its potential for embracing a form of American civil
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religion.54 The contention of the chapter is that Whedon’s piece binds

religion to the civil religion of the national project, the commitment to

the wellbeing of the state. This (unwitting?) move is intensified by the

way in which the Captain America character is construed, and a compar -

ison with Marvel’s Civil War series and other complex post–9/11 cultural

artifacts (like Ronald Moore and David Eick’s Battlestar Galactica, Zach

Snyder’s Watchmen, and Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight trilogy) indi-

cates the politically interrogative possibilities that have been circum-

vented by what emerges as Whedon’s rather politically conservative text.

Emancipatory considerations shape the book’s study of SW in the

even lengthier Chapter 2. Years ago, Susan Sontag grandly proclaimed

that “there is absolutely no social criticism, of even the most implicit

kind, in science fiction films. No criticism, for example, of the conditions

of our society which create the impersonality and dehumanisation which

science fiction fantasies displace onto the influence of an alien ‘It.’”55

Making such grand gestures is always an unwise affair. Sontag had in

mind the 1950s, but even this earlier period of cinematic science fiction

does not entirely fulfill her rather unwisely uncomplicated observa tions.

For instance, Jack Arnold’s It Came from Outer Space (1954) tells the

story of benign aliens who attempt to conduct repairs on Earth only to

be confronted by hysterical violent human beings. These themes had

partially been developed by Robert Wise’s The Day the Earth Stood Still

(1951). This movie offered a quite different set of political possibilities

from those of the increasingly familiar  alien- threat motif, possibilities

for promoting international  co- operation during a period of intense

Cold War hostility, in particular the Korean War. Klaatu is sometimes

spoken of as a “Christ-like alien” figure (he assumes the name “Carpenter,”

for instance, and he is resurrected) who benevolently comes to rebuke

humans for their conflicts and to warn them about an impend ing

destruction should their  self- destructive behavior not be curbed.56How-

ever, the alien’s arrival with a message of peace only brooks xenophobic

fear and aggression against the alien “others.” According to Keith Booker,

The Day the Earth Stood Still, with its resplendent vision of benevolent
aliens who have come to Earth on a mission of peace (only to be greeted
with suspicion and violence), thus went against the grain of both anti–
Soviet and  anti- alien hysteria.… Thus, if the paranoid treatment of the
possibility of alien invasion in many SF films of the 1950s can be taken
as an allegorical representation (and sometimes even endorsement) of
the fear of communist invasion or subversion, the critique of xenopho -
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bia in The Day the Earth Stood Still can be taken as a sort of  counter-
allegory— as a critical commentary on the anticommunist hysteria that
was then sweeping the United States. This aspect of the film includes an
extensive interrogation of the role of the media in producing and stimu-
lating mass hysteria by sensationalizing accounts of the dangers posed to
Earth by the alien visitors.57

Booker notes that the director “himself has stated that he was entirely

unaware of these parallels until they were brought to his attention after

the film had been completed. On the other hand, these parallels are so

obvious that Wise’s claim seems a bit diVcult to believe; the film even ran

afoul of 20th Century–Fox’s censors over the scene in which Klaatu arises

from the dead, a scene that the censors felt made the parallel between

Klaatu and Christ all too clear, causing them to insist on the insertion

of the line concerning the limited nature of Klaatu’s resurrection.”58

According to George Lucas, “being a student in the Sixties, I wanted

to make socially relevant films, you know, tell it like it is. But then I got

this great idea for a rock & roll movie, with cars and all the stuff I knew

about as a kid.”59 In 1973, as he closed in on completing American Gra@ti,

he “turned to the stars,” working on slowly designing and scripting a pro -

ject that he had had on his imagination’s radar since 1968.60 THX 1138

had proven a financial disaster a mere two years earlier, costing Fran -

cis Ford Coppolla’s fledgling production company American Zoetrope

its very existence as Warner Brothers demanded that Coppolla repay

the $300,000 loan it had provided to source some of his scripting proj-

ects. Lucas had also had problems selling the idea of Apocalypse Now to

the studio a year before, a script he had himself been working on for

some four years by that point in time, with Vietnam movies being too

controversial at the time. What was to become known as Star Wars was

conceived against a backdrop of cultural turmoil in the United States,

as the messy Vietnam War limped to its end, with many in the nation

suffering the trauma of severe introspection; as President Richard Nixon

was implicated in the Watergate scandal; and as economic misery loomed

on the horizon. Lucas has famously announced that he wrote SW in

order to give wonder and an enjoyment of story back to the post–Viet-

nam age. This might sound like a return to the older American myths

of heroism, the kind Lucas himself grew up with, and thus as a simple

escapism that mitigates the important possibility of learning from the

mistakes that took the United States into Vietnam in the first place.61 By

outfitting the Empire out with a Nazi look, for instance, the impression
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can be of a less morally complex war in the minds of an American audi-

ence, and thus return something of a romance to American conflict after

the politically divisive and psychologically traumatic Vietnam War.

Influ ential film critic Pauline Kael describes Lucas’ SW and Steven Spiel-

berg’s Jaws (1975) as an infantilizing of the cinema that reconstitutes the

spectator as a child, and then overwhelms her with sound and spectacle

that has the effect of obliterating any sophisticated sense of irony, aes-

thetic  self- consciousness and critical reflection. While Kael’s reading

hobbles on some readings of the saga, it has become particularly diVcult

to sustain in the light of the burgeoning direction the SW movies have

come to take with their account of Darth Vader, especially in the nar-

rative arc that has determined the trilogy of prequels as a tragic drama.

Chapter 3 presses a  socio- political critique of the dystopian imag-

ination, but does so by assuming that there are varieties of dystopi-

anisms. Not all dystopianly charged texts can function as effective critical

aids to the “emancipatory utopian imagination.”62 Some slip, in fact, into

forms of  anti- utopian nihilism, while others provide what Peter Fitting

describes as “false utopian solutions to the dystopia of the present.”63

Spe cifically, the chapter focuses on Larry and Andy Wachowskis’ The

Matrix, arguing that it subverts its own critical dystopian potential, to

use Frederic Jameson’s terms, “of making us more aware of our mental

and ideological imprisonment,” and thereby utopianly slips back into

the mode of celebrating the simulated realities it attempts to criticize.64

Only its sequels disrupt the Idealist subjectivity that sustains the first

movie in the series, pushing the trilogy towards a flashy nihilism only

to offer a fragilistic and contingent form of transcendence of systemic

determinism.

Formal Disclaimers: Reader Guides

There are four disclaimers I would like to make in advance, and I

offer them in order to help with reader expectations of what will be

studied and argued in the pages of this book. Firstly, as mentioned above,

each of these chapters is particularly lengthy. While that may have some-

thing to do with a natural verbosity on the part of its author, there is a

more substantive and material reason for this. The book tackles several

texts that have generated a wealth of commentary, but commentary that

has frequently been uninsightful, problematic, not well informed or rea-
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soned, and also mimicking of a set of readings that have too neatly become

commonplace. My accounts, therefore, have considerable work to do in

order to provide their resistant readings.

Secondly, these textual studies might appear to be couched in a for-

mal style that makes extensive effort to suppress the investments that

different readers bring to the texts, and therefore hegemonically impose

a flattening ideological reading on them. Without wanting to engage in

the complex territory of hermeneutics, and to reflect on “reader-response

theory” in particular, I maintain, however, that my readings are actually

considerably more modest than that. This is indicated by the fact that

where they diverge from those of other commentators, I offer mine

through critical engagement with other perspectives, and through argu-

ment. In other words, I try to avoid the intellectual indolent approach

that takes the form of assertion. In fact, one of my concerns in several

of the chapters is with commentators who tend to be too hasty in pro-

viding their own readings, especially when identifiably sidestepping dis-

ruptive complexities and tensions in the texts and their contexts. Even

where my rhetoric appears to be at its most assertive, my readings are

offered as invitations for others to engage, even if that engagement

involve disagreement, and offer their own critical perspective on the

material and the variety of accounts of it that are burgeoning among the

commentators. To adapt a point made by Stanley Hauerwas about the

writing style of Karl Barth, the description offered “is already an argu-

ment just to the extent that his descriptions and redescriptions cannot

help but challenge our normal way of seeing the world.”65 My readings

may well be quite wrong, but I offer them as arguments regarding the

 socio- political significance of the texts as being considerably more ambig -

uous than is often, perhaps even regularly, suggested.

Thirdly, much of the book is written in a quite dense style and is

therefore  reader- demanding. Despite the  ever- complexifying field of

cultural and media studies, there still remains too much  film- scholarship

that leans towards the intellectually lightweight, especially those that

come from professional Anglophone philosophers, theologians and those

commentators with religious interests. In contrast, I tackle these movies

as “texts” in a similar scholarly fashion to the way I have discussed the-

ological and philosophical texts in my other publications. Consequently,

this book enables me to be much less constrained by things such as word

limits, frequent use of allusion and technical terminology, expectation

of at least some background knowledge, and complexity of argument,
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than was permitted by the publishers of what ended up as a more general

readership book, The Gospel According to Star Wars: Faith, Hope and the

Force (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2007). Of course,

this point does not  self- justifyingly mask my awareness of my own lim-

ited writing style.

Fourthly, I admit that while my understanding of these selected

texts continues to develop I remain very much an amateur scholar of

film. In his celebrated study Orientalism, Edward Said makes the striking

statement about his engagement in political and ideological analysis:

“there will always remain the perennial escape mechanism of saying that

a literary scholar, a philosopher, for example, are trained in literature

and philosophy respectively, not in politics or ideological analysis. In

other words, the specialist argument can work quite effectively to block

the larger and, in my opinion, the more intellectually serious perspec-

tive.”66 Given the responsibility to tell appropriately and well the stories

of our lives and those of others for whom one claims to speak as a witness,

the contemporary proliferation of specialisms cannot morally release

the  so- called amateur from responsibility to probe, interrogate and imag-

ine matters differently. Said’s assertion can be broken down into the fol-

lowing two broad claims: in the first place, ethically significant matters

are much too important to be left to specialists, and thus cannot properly

be dealt with at the rather thin and distorting hermetic level of the “his-

tory of ideas.”67 It should be a matter of real political concern that a vast

array of academics are fiddling (debating and arguing among them-

selves) while Rome burns around us. In the second place, even those

identified as specialists are not free from the formative operation of spe-

cial “interests.” Likewise, I am convinced that it remains morally impor-

tant for scholars to be intellectually interested in concerns, desires and

so on that take them out of their scholastic “comfort zones.”

Fifthly and finally, my professional academic commitments are as

a theological scholar, with abiding interests in philosophy, history and

studies in culture and religion. However, while at various points this

book does attempt to engage with what might be called “civil religion,”

it deliberately offers very little of what might be recognized as “theology.”

There are only the barest and vaguest of hints of a theological reading

of matters of social formation and the distorting effects of wickedness

in my reading of George Lucas’ SW saga. In this regard, this book is

markedly different in theoretical concern as well as in tone from The

Gospel According to Star Wars.
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